
Boomtown: The Story



So you want to start an oil and gas company?

 What you need:
 A Cohesive Team

 Business Plan(s)

 Unfailing enthusiasm 

 Money (2 years worth)

 Patience

 Lots of patience

 Even more patience

 Still not enough patience

• Right amount of patience
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Flashback to before Boomtown
 Team worked at both majors & small independents out of school 

 Start-up scene for teams under 35 did not exist in oil & gas
 Sources of capital wanted someone that fit a certain mold

 We felt that we had the same amount of shale experience as anyone else in the E&P 
industry, but without the preconceived notions of what should or should not work

 Principals of company all became professional engineers

 Started first company in 2011 with a focus on contract operating, reserve auditing, and 
deal evaluation
 Allowed us to increase our experience base with operations in eight states
 Income to build team and allow us to fund our own projects
 Provided credibility that we can run our own business

 Completed first private equity deal in 2012 & second deal in 2014 

 Met current capital provider, Juniper, through contract operating practice 

 2016 E&P downturn provided limited time opportunity to locate high quality assets at 
reasonable prices through leasing or bankruptcy asset purchase
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Ideal Oil and Gas Project
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 Overpressured, Multi-Bench, Repeatable, High-quality results

 Ability to drill long laterals to maximize returns

 Low Oil & Gas differentials 

 High BTU gas with rich NGLS 

 Multiple gas takeaway options with capacity

 Low Lease Operating Expenses 

 Rational state regulatory framework

 Large database of geologic, drilling, completion, and 
production information 



Rocky Creek Resources Project
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 Greenfield with the Lower|Upper Eagle Ford and Austin Chalk

 Acreage allows for 8,000+ ft Laterals on majority of leasehold

 Oil sells at premium to WTI and Residue Gas receives HSC pricing

 1250 -1300 BTU gas results in effective gas price of $5 to $6 per MCF

 Enterprise, Kinder Morgan, and Energy Transfer in area

 Produces at high oil cuts on natural flow & gas lift

 Texas is #1 rated place to invest in oil & gas (Frasier Institute 2018) 

 20,000 wells drilled to date

________________________________________________________________

 Unique investment opportunity, due to distressed situations and prior poor 
operating practices, for greenfield development in a “mature” play



RCR Deal Evaluation: Depth | Pressure
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 Focus: High pressure, asymmetrical gradient

 Depths: 11,500 to 13,500 ft

 Pressure: 8,500 to 12,000 PSI

 Using G1/W2 data, observed 0.8 to 0.9 PSI/FT 
gradient across majority of potential leasehold

 Extreme over-pressure results in enhanced economics

 Virgin rock which was free of historical depletion

 Ability to almost exclusively form long-lateral units

 Offset development by EOG at 400 FT spacing 
implied hundreds of potential locations

“Market Wisdom”

‘Extra string of casing makes wells too expensive’

‘High pressure makes drilling too hard’

‘Frac fleets incapable of prolonged 12,000 PSI rates’

‘Long laterals introduce too much friction for 90 BPM’

Area 1

Area 2

SSTVD EF ShalePressure EF Shale



RCR Deal Evaluation: OOIP|GIP
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 Focus: Consistent Geology

 Eagle Ford Total Thickness: 150 to 250 ft

 Austin Chalk Total Thickness: 450 to 750 ft

 Petrophysical analysis indicated a two-bench Eagle 
Ford  thick with OOIP of 35-55 MMBO/Section

 Previous of Eagle Ford in the area had previously 
not properly clay/pyrite-corrected which resulted in 
the area to appear “wet”

 Many wells were drilled out of proper targets

 Chalk provided additional upside that was later 
confirmed by Five Star 1H

“Market Wisdom”

‘The well results are bad so the geology is bad’

‘Eagle Ford geology east of San Marcos arch is terrible’

‘Lavaca? Isn’t that the Eaglebine?’

Eagle Ford IsopachAustin Chalk Isopach

RCR Wells



RCR Deal Evaluation: Seismic
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 Focus: Locate drilling hazards & leasing 
opportunities

 Purchased recently shot 3D shoot and located a 
miniature look-alike system to the Karnes Trough

 Fault system allowed for drilling of long laterals 
setting up a unique geologic situation

 Hypothesis was that the local system would induce 
moderate natural fracturing north of it and large 
amounts of fracturing between it

 Five Star 1H was TD’d in the Austin Chalk where it 
tested oil and gas from natural flow prior to 
fracture stimulation

Gas inflow from Austin Chalk
Five Star 1H



RCR Deal Evaluation: Phase | LOE
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 Focus: Liquids rich and cheap to operate

 Phase: Black oil to Rich Retrograde 
Condensate

 Water Cuts & Disposal: Low and Available

 Phase mapping showed three distinct 
windows that produced a favorable mix of Oil, 
Gas, & NGL

 Eagle Ford does not have a water or disposal 
problem with cuts expected in the 20% range

“Market Wisdom”

‘Why drill so deep? It’s dry gas down there’

‘Expect lots of CO2 and extremely sour gas’

Eagle Ford Oil-Gas Ratio

Eagle Ford 12 Month Water Cut

Permian 12 Month Water Cut



RCR Deal Evaluation: Marketing
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 Focus: Competitive differentials

 Multiple purchasers provided competitive market terms

 NGL pricing uplift results in a effective gas price of $5.0 
to $6.0 per MCF due to 1250+ BTU

 Oil pricing is a $4 premium to WTI with multiple options 
including trucking and oil pipelines

 Company elected to vertically integrate on a small scale

 Built a midstream entity that can handle 80+ MMCF/D 
of production with 2 centralized delivery points

 Frac water facility that stores 1.8 MMBBLS 

Water Facility



RCR Deal Evaluation: Engineering
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 Focus: Prior practice

 After completing geologic review, it was clear that there was a 
project here but historical results were poor

 Detailed engineering review showed a number of issues

 Use of primarily hybrid and gel jobs

 Severe under stimulation in both water and proppant

 Stage spacing that was too wide

 Pump rates on frac jobs were too slow

 Little consideration for timing of offset pad completion

 An average job was less than 30 BBL/FT and 1,500 LB/FT

“Market Wisdom”

‘All the wells in the area are bad’

‘Statistics say there are no good wells to drill here’

Lavaca Completions prior to 2016



RCR Deal Evaluation: Engineering
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 Focus: Other Operator Practice

 Team had been working in multiple basins and saw that 
Lavaca county was several years behind Permian and 
other Eagle Ford areas

 Completed analogue studies of frac leaders in the Eagle 
Ford such as Rosetta and Wildhorse

 Saw strong relationships in Eagle Ford that were present 
across other basins

 50% to 100% EUR increase was noted in analogue when 
comparing against historical Lavaca frac sizes

<30 BBL/FT

<1500  LB/FT <1500  LB/FT



RCR Deal Evaluation: Engineering
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Lavaca 2016+ vs earlier wells

 Focus: Current Practice

 2016 downturn forced companies in area to revaluate 
drilling and completion practices

 Slick water fracing is now the norm

 Average water pumped: 56 BBL/FT

 Average proppant pumped: 2280 LB/FT

Boomtown Design 1.0

3300 LB/FT

80 BBL/FT

90 BPM Pump Rate @ 12,000 PSI

155 Stage Spacing

8 to 10 Clusters per Stage



Drilling Results
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 Drilled 3 wells to date

 Decision made to drill two upper EF wells

 Felt Lower EF seemed proven in area

 Two Successful tests in Kloesel and Five Star

 Third well was drilled as Lower EF as control

 Progressively increased lateral length on each 
well as we gained experience

 Shiner well was 21,840 FT with a 8,550 Ft 
completed lateral

 It is the best well ever drilled in Lavaca County FIVE STAR UNIT 1H (Upper EF)

IP 120: 445 Bbls/d, 5.1 MMcf/d,  

620 Bbls/d of NGLs

KLOESEL UNIT 1H (Upper EF)

IP 120: 620 Bbls/d, 3.9 MMcf/d, 

470  Bbls/d of NGLs

SHINER UNIT 1H (Lower EF)

IP 120: 1,110 Bbls/d, 3.8 MMcf/d, 

490 Bbls/d of NGLs



Comparison of Rocky Creek vs all Lavaca Wells
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Other Boomtown Operated Companies
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 North Silo Resources and Longs Peak Resources

 DJ Niobrara and Codell Sand (210,000 Acres)

 Largest privately held position in basin

 Offset to EOG, High Point, Kaiser-Francis, and Samson

 Grey Wolf Oil & Gas

 Dry Gas Eagle Ford (4,600 acres)

 Offset to BP, XTO, and Vitruvian



Conclusion
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Stay Thirsty my Friends

 Detailed geologic analysis still has a place in the 
world of big data shale analysis

 Integration of engineering data is important in 
understanding future potential of resources

 Studying best practices of other companies is an 
inexpensive way to maximize your returns

 The past is not always indicative of the future 


